
 
INDOSAIL-Rig Handling System 
 
FUNCTIONS 
 
Handling each sail controls three Functions by direct turning or by winches pulling ropes: 
 
 1. OUTHAUL Opening the sail by traveller along boom (and gaff). 
 2. FURLING Rolling up the sail on a luff roller rod. 
 3. SHEETING Adjusting the boom angle to the ship (and Wind). 
 
LEVELS OF MECHANISATION 
 
All Functions may be mechanised on various levels: 
 
 A HANDOPERATION  by hand winches at the Mast 
 B LOCAL CONTROL  by el.(hydraulic) winches, controlled at the Mast 
 C REMOTE CONTROL  by push-button adjustment from the wheelhouse 
 D SEMI AUTOMATIC  with display of wind- and sail-parameters 
 E FULLY AUTOMATIC  with sail adjustment by computer 
 
SAFETY 
 
Relevant safety functions are: 
 
 I    LOADLIMITING  by torque- or current limiting 
 II   DISTANCE LIMITING by soft end position stop 
 III  SHEETS OFF  opening brakes by emergency current 
 IV  HAND BACK-UP  for furling the sails in case of el. black-out 
 
1. OUTHAULING THE SAIL 
 
Positioning the 'Traveller Carriage' on the boom rail and display of the position between 0 (at goose neck 
close to the mast) and 100% (at boom end): 
 
A: by hand winch, B by 'crane controller' close to the mast. Positioning by optical check (by sight) and 
markings at the boom. 
C: not without D (sight check from the wheelhouse impossible insufficient). 
D: Position by counting the motor revolutions or 4-8 marks per winch revolution.  
     Soft end-stop by Position. Load limiting by motor current. 
E: Control of Position by micro-computer as function of wind-speed and -direction with limitation  
    of outhauler-load, heeling angle, rudder angle. Manual overrunning within safety limits possible. 
 
2. UNROLLING AND FURLING THE SAILS 
 
Rolling in coordination with the outhauler and maintaining an average sailcloth tension, depending on the 
wind force. 
A and B: visual adjustment according to sail trim. 
C: check from the wheelhouse impossible. 
D and E: Roller drive to follow the outhauler so that the torque and consequently the sail tension stays 
within the permissible range, depending on the wind force. Soft end-stop and load limiting equal with 
outhauler. 
 
3. SHEETING TO ADJUST ANGLE POSITION OF BOOMS 
 
Boom angles are adjusted by easing and hauling the sheets.  
A, B, C: for manual, local and central operation: visual check of boom angles according to wind angle and 
sail shape. Additional correction according to rudder angle. 
D: Positioning and feed-back by winch-drive-revolutions. 
E: Check of Position by microcomputer depending on wind direction and -force, heeling and rudder angle. 
  



 
 

 
 
 
The tree basic <Functions of the INDOSAIL Rig Handling System 
 1. OUTHAUL  Opening the sail by traveller along boom (and gaff). 
 2. FURLING  Rolling up the sail on a luff roller rod. 
 3. SHEETING  Adjusting the boom angle to the ship (and Wind). 
 
(The rig elements are presented schematically and not to scale.) 
  



 
Trimming the SUSPENSION SAILS and controlling the twist from foot to head is done 
by tensioning the leech rope in the hollow-cut roach seam, and not by tensioning the 
sail cloth. That is why the outhaul forces should always pull tangentially at the leech 
ropes and not diagonally at the cloth! 

 
  



 
 

REASONABLE SAIL CONFIGURATIONS — NEVER WITHOUT JIB! 


